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Essential Electronic Design Automation  (EDA) demystifies this highly technical industry for anyone with a  "need-to-know" about EDA. A friendly, informal introduction to EDA business and  technology, clear enough for laypeople yet detailed enough for technical  readers. The book also makes an excellent complementary text for  cross-disciplinary engineering, business and marketing courses on VLSI  Design.

Simply and clearly, veteran industry leader Mark Birnbaum  introduces the design problems EDA is intended to solve, the tools that exist to  solve them, the designers who use them, and what makes EDA crucial to electronic  product and chip design. 

	
    Explains how EDA fits into the electronic product and  semiconductor industries 

    
	
    Examines the EDA industry from both the tool user and EDA  software vendor perspectives, including business models, return on investment,  and tool evaluation 

    
	
    Includes electronic system-level tools for defining what ICs  will do, front-end functional chip-level tools for design how the IC will  behave, and back-end design tools for implementing the IC physical layout

    
	
    Discusses EDA industry trends and IC design issues, including  deep submicron challenges, intellectual property (IP), and system-on-chip (SoC)  

    
	
    Includes EDA standards organizations and  publications

    


Industry newcomers will appreciate the book's extensive set of  appendices, including primers on electricity, semiconductor manufacturing,  computing, and common dimensions, reference sources and a complete glossary with  acronym pronunciation.
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Statistical Performance Analysis and Modeling Techniques for Nanometer VLSI DesignsSpringer, 2012


	As VLSI technology scales into nanometer regime, chip design engineering faces

	several challenges. One profound change in the chip design business is that engineers

	cannot realize the design precisely into the silicon chips. Chip performance,

	manufacture yield, and lifetime thereby cannot be determined accurately at the

	design...
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Pattern Recognition and Image Processing (Woodhead Publishing Series in Optical and Electronic Materials)Woodhead Publishing, 1998

	This book delivers a course module for advanced undergraduates, postgraduates and researchers of electronics, computing science, medical imaging, or wherever the study of identification and classification of objects by electronics-driven image processing and pattern recognition is relevant. Object analysis first uses image processing to detect...
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ProActive Sales Management: How to Lead, Motivate, and Stay Ahead of the GameAMACOM, 2009

	Today's sales managers have to be quicker than ever, being more proactive about hiring the best performers and retaining them, multi-tasking, and managing complex sales processes in order to close more and more deals. This book provides readers with a proven method for managing the sales process as well as the salespeople. Packed with...
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Adobe Illustrator CS2 Official JavaScript ReferenceAdobe Press, 2005
Are you a creative professional? Do you spend too much time  doing repetitive production tasks such as placing and replacing images, resizing  them, dragging them from one document to another, and preparing images for  printing instead of being creative? Do you use Adobe Illustrator CS2 and have  some experience with scripting?...
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Jerry Hofmann on Final Cut Pro® 4New Riders Publishing, 2003
Final Cut Pro is the only nonlinear editing tool available that supports the entire range of editing formats. Jerry Hofmann on Final Cut Pro is broken up into a collection of hands-on seminars that focus on teaching a specific aspect of Final Cut Pro. Dealing with version 4, each seminar begins with a lesson that...
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Illustrator CS for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
So you thought Illustrator should really be called “Intimidator?” Not so! Let  this book draw you a map through the jungle of pages, paths, pixels, and Pen  tools, and before you know it, you’ll have your creations in print, on the Web,  or even on a PDA. Then, just smile mysteriously when folks say “Wow!”
...
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